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The NCE exam is a challenging test and your results can make a huge difference when it comes to

your future. If you do well on the exam, it can open doors and lead to wonderful opportunities. If you

do poorly on the exam, you will find yourself with a lot fewer options. You may have to put your

plans for the future on hold, or even give up on them altogether. Preparing for your exam with our

NCE Flashcard Study System can help you avoid this fate and give you a big advantage when you

sit down to take the test. Thousands of satisfied customers have relied on Mometrix Flashcards to

help them pass their exam, and now you can too. When you study with these flashcards, you'll get

an in-depth review of each section on the NCE exam. This National Counselor Exam flashcard set

includes:  A thorough overview of counselor requirements A guide to human growth and

development An in-depth look at social and cultural diversity An analysis of helping relationships An

extensive review of group work A survey of career development An examination of assessment A

breakdown of research and program evaluation A guide to professional orientation and ethical

practice An in-depth look at fundamentals of counseling An analysis of assessment and career

counseling An extensive review of group counseling A survey of programmatic and clinical

intervention An examination of professional practice issues Comprehensive NCE practice questions

with detailed answer explanations  ...and much more! The purpose of the National Counselor

Examination (NCE), offered by the National Board for Certified Counselors (NBCC), is to test your

understanding of what you have already learned. The goal of the National Counselor Exam is to use

a standardized testing process to create an objective assessment of a test taker's knowledge and

skills. We believe in delivering lots of value for your money, so the NCE Flashcard Study System is

packed with the critical information you'll need to master in order to ace the NCE exam. Study after

study has shown that spaced repetition is the most effective form of learning, and nothing beats

flashcards when it comes to making repetitive learning fun and fast. NCE Flashcard Study System

uses repetitive methods of study to teach you how to break apart and quickly solve difficult test

questions on the test. Includes National Counselor Exam Practice Questions! Think you're ready for

the NCE test? Test yourself using our NCE practice test questions. Find out if you're prepared or if

you need to head back to the flashcards for another review. Use our NCE practice exam questions

to make sure that you're not caught off guard on test day! Our NCE practice test questions give you

the opportunity to test your knowledge on a set of questions. You can know everything that is going

to be covered on the test and it will not do you any good on test day if you have not had a chance to

practice. Repetition is a key to success and using practice test questions allows you to reinforce

your strengths and improve your weaknesses. Detailed answer explanations are included for each



question. It may sound obvious, but you have to know which questions you missed (and more

importantly why you missed them) to be able to avoid making the same mistakes again when you

take the real test. That's why our NCE prep questions include answer keys with detailed answer

explanations. These in-depth answer explanations will allow you to better understand any questions

that were difficult for you or that you needed more help to understand.
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This is a good alternative to many of the higher price options that are available for purchase. Try it

out for this price.

I've been bombarded with study systems from colleagues and friends, but what I found on my own

did the trick. The best feature of the NCE Flashcard Study System is the amount of knowledge

contained in one paragraph of the study card. They didn't just answer the test question, like so

many other systems, and then move on. They placed in the first sentence of each answer what the

answer is based on and individual's names that "founded" the theory or collaborated on the subject

together. These are the answers that the professors are looking for. Not to mention that the way

they formatted the study cards gives the student enough space around it to add their own teacher's

notes on it. Print is clear and clean.As a former graduate student, it's easy to look back and just

regurgitate a basic answer or fact. It's quite another to be able to explain a subject in a conversation

successfully, a decade later; all from memory of this one exam. This system allows you to KNOW it.



Want to ACE your NCE? Get this system. Period.

flashcards offer a unique way to study, that is different from other study materials. There are a lot of

people for whom that is the best method of studying. This set of flashcards also condenses what

they need to know. For me it works and works well, better than thumbing through a whole volume to

get the information I need, this just helps me to retain the information which is the main

thing.Recommended

The flash cards are not short answer questions and answers by any means. It's more focused on

definitions, clusters of names, and information. It's more streamlined that many of the other books

and does a good job of isolating topics into manageable portions.

It's nice to have these written out for me .... When I have so much going on.... It would be nice if

they with a box.... Nothing I cannot get on my own

These flashcards have great questions, but I was somewhat disappointed by the fact that they were

so lengthy. It was more like a study guide written on a smaller piece of paper rather than a

traditional flashcard. Overall, they were very helpful and I'm glad I purchased them.

Use these flashcards for the National Counselor Exam to help you get that score you're seeking.

They are complex enough to enable you to provide a complete answer but are written in simple

enough terms to not confuse or irritate. The cards are compact and easy to travel with no matter the

destination and taking them along with you increases the opportunities you have to study.

I purchased the flashcard set 3 weeks prior to taking the NCE, just to have a quick and easy way to

study those last few weeks.I liked that the content was written clearly and concise. The content

areas of the test were certianly detailed in the flashcards. The cards reminded my of information that

I did not remember from my studies and added details to information I did. Thanks, I passed the first

time I took the NCE!
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